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From the Editors
In 2018, the Lone Star College community continued
to deal with the aftermath of the devastating losses
experienced as a result of Hurricane Harvey. However,
we would like to reflect on the remarkable resilience
students, faculty, and staff demonstrated as they
have worked to rebuild in the wake of disaster and
offer a heartfelt thanks for their contribution to the
renewed energy and possibility that comes with the
re-opening of the campus. The StarBursts editors
would also like to extend our sincerest gratitude for
all of your submissions this year. Thank you to all the
talented contributors for making the “XI” edition of
our magazine possible, and many thanks to those
that helped us along the way. Our goal is to provide a
creative forum to showcase the talents of writers and
artists in an effort to better connect the Lone Star
College community. We hope readers feel and share
the impact of this kinship on campus and beyond.
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Disguised Eyes
Tracheal Freeman
My eyes disguise the sorrow inside.
My eyes disguise the pain inside.
My eyes disguise that I am crying inside.
My eyes disguise that I am dying inside.
Deep down inside those eyes hold the truth —
of what I am feeling inside.
The fear, the loneliness, and the sadness.
Those eyes once shined so bright,
filled with life and dreams and joy.
Where did those eyes go?
It’s called reality.
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Luna
Amber Barfield
As in the sky, it sits above,
for all to wonder as it shines.
Untold stories, we fall in love,
and brings the light for all to find.
Above it shines, all night, so bright.
A path for all, it lights up pure.
As leading those who lost their light,
for all we know it will for sure.
Untold its sparkling melody,
above it tells of braver tales.
For all tomorrow, stars will see,
Her name is Luna, we unveil.
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Dance of the Storms
Ian Murray
The clouds were a stormy
grey, filled with
tears.

Thunder rolled on with
tremendous applause,
as the
lightning danced
across the blackened sky.
Like the couple
they are.
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The Lone Oak in the Field
Ian Murray
A blue sky hovered, delicately, on that
summer day,
Boundless, endless, with the smudge of
only two clouds,
Eyes, which vigilantly watched over the
world.
This picture, like others, has been
Printed, painted, entrenched into memory.
They ensure that I am who I say,
Collaborating to my identity; self
Beams ensuring structure, support; so that
I do not falter
Or collapse into
Indifference.
These ensure that I do not become
Of what, which, I fear;
A lone oak in the field
With no other tree in sight
No clear reason of why
Or
How I am,
Who I have become.
For without my memories, my path is lost,
A price too high to pay.
These memories I retain allow a period
of enlightenment—
Rebirth, renaissance for periods of dark
times
Morbid thoughts I can escape to a past time,
I shall not become a lone oak in the field—
I shall not become a lone oak in the field,
Without sense and absence of identity.
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For Collier Patton
Darlene Beaman
Students circled you, pulled by gravity—
Orbiting your warmth; inspired by light.
You—a supernova who burned too bright
And left too soon--were more than faculty.
Public speaking can be a travesty.
But you led students away from stage fright
By making your classroom glow with delight
And food, filled with your hospitality.
Beyond the classroom, you had surrounded
All of us with kindness. Drawn as to the sun—
Glowing in your presence, bright by your praise,
We soaked in the largess of your heart, gifted
By your joy which made dreary work more fun.
In darkness now, we remember your blaze.
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Remembered Life
Jordan Cugal
Birth is the first inhale and exhale.
Breathing requires no thought, strictly instinct.
Life can be nourishing and lavishing,
But its fangs and claws can strike at any moment.

Youth is full of energy.
It’s the thrill of living life to its fullest.
We reminisce on the good moments.
We endure through the struggles, looking forward to the future.

Material fades, but stories last forever.
There is no promise of life tomorrow,
But death is an assurance.
If we weren’t here tomorrow, would anyone remember our story?
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Journey of Believing
Amber Barfield
A glimpse of ethereal light
shimmering in the unchanging darkness.
Just waiting to soar gracefully free,
in the realm of eternal fondness.
An orchestra of peace and calm
carries on as it begins to unfold.
Floating on the stream of time and space,
as it listens to generations of stories told
As it flows softly through the windblown trees,
climbing, stretching in, and around everything.
As it shimmers blissfully on the surface of the river,
or as it sings and sparkles in the soul of every being.
It holds a wisdom none can begin to fathom,
For it is older than time’s very own existence.
It tells of its own stories, to those willing to listen.
Willing to hear its advice, by gaining acceptance.
Many things being born anew,
in a world of many unforeseen graces.
Circling in and around every single thing,
jumping and galloping to never explored places.
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A journey beginning to unroll and be written.
For many to experience, as it just now starts up.
Each and every being glimmering at its brightest,
never losing its sparkles, not even an ounce of being corrupt.
A human child now running through an endless meadow,
arms out, spread wide like an eagle’s wings.
Sprinting as fast as tiny legs may allow,
listening to beauty all around as it sings.
Two small eyes with irises like a rainbow,
glancing with untold imagination at the sky above.
Wishing with all their souls desire,
to explore and soar through it like an untainted dove.
A message being written in the souls of the living,
look with eyes of imagination and sparkling.
Don’t let life’s hard times bring pain and sorrow,
Continue through life’s journey always believing.
Belief helps guide all who are lost,
who lost their way and their bodies are now numb.
Always helping eyes to see the possibility of tomorrow,
so, belief welcomes all, you just simply have to come.
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Forelsket
Jordan Rasmussen
Falling.
It isn’t always beautiful.
It isn’t always a graceful end.
Falling in love isn’t always a good thing,
because we don’t always land in the right place.
Sometimes we don’t land safely. Or don’t land at all.
Maybe you’ll meet someone
who promises they’re gonna catch you
before you hit the ground.
And they hold you for a minute
before setting you down.
But at some point
they stop holding you that extra minute.
And then at the moment you least expect it,
they forget to catch you.
The impact of the crash leaves you paralyzed
and you’re not sure where you went wrong.
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In the moment of doubt
the ground seems to swallow you whole.
Where do you go when there’s nothing
to grab onto and nothing to hold?
They come back and for a second,
they look over you but there’s nothing
you can do while they walk away.
Except to whisper
“did you see how I flew?”
Falling can be dangerous.
But you have to be willing to risk it.
If you’re afraid to fall you’ll never fly
and if you don’t learn
how to pick yourself back up again
you’ll be stuck wondering
how everyone else got so high.
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Waiting and Waiting…

Oscar Zuniga
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Soliloquy
Sampada Chavan Dalvi

I

go quietly into the night,
shrouded by a cloud
of wistfulness,
wrapped in a mist,
of fear.
crouching, crawling.

I

look for my beacon
with the broken light,
high and mighty
in its absence,
crumbling but
conspicuous.

I

wander around
aimfully;
not sure if I am real
or an imposter;
my feet touch the ground
but leave no footprints.

I

am missing from
your life and your lesson.
May I teach you something?
May I be a part
of your memory?
May I be me?
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Vivid
Juan Beltran
Why, I wonder have we survived?
Life holds us tight and lifts us high.
Only to fall like a roller coaster ride
Or a steep hill we’ve tried to climb.
Our limbs get tired and we perspire.
Yet we continue like raging fires.
Vivid, strong, and never tired.
Our only hope is to retire.
Grip tight to joy. Enjoy the hold.
Let all your stories get shared and told.
The cold is born but so’s the warmth.
Fear not when you lose control.
That’s the day you’ll live for more.
It’ll all make sense, you’ll die. No mourn.
These words won’t coerce. No force.
Life is yours, so win. No choice.
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The Puddle

Jorge Palomarez
Puddles of fresh rain speckled the high school stadium
parking lot. Visible fringes of air formed from the water vapors
dissipating from the hot black top. This is what people called
“Texas Heat” or merely semi-tropic, unbearable humidity that
Texans never get used to. Only a very dedicated runner or an
idiot would subject himself to a workout in this type of weather.
Hugo, however, reasoned that Northerners have to deal with
very cold winters so he was not phased. “It’s part of the mental
training,” he surmised.
He arrived at the parking lot in his beat-up Jeep Cherokee that
showed evidence of being black at one time but the dirt, dents,
and wear and tear concealed its true color. A scrappy little sixyear-old, named Nathan, accompanied his old grandpa. He sat
in the back seat on a booster chair. Nathan was oblivious to
the nature of the sojourn to the stadium and to the oppressing
humidity, although beads of sweat were already running down
his round little nose and his smooth, tanned forehead. He
donned that tan before the sun ever hit his face. He knew his
grandpa would go run and he would play. He always brought his
latest favorite toy and his big yellow plastic truck and shovel.
Hugo shut off the engine and they both exited the vehicle.
Nathan ran towards the gate of the hurricane fence, toys in
hand, stopped and waited patiently, almost obediently, for his
grandpa to open the gate. Hugo walked swinging, twisting and
bending his arms and legs to begin his stretching. He opened
the gate and the youngster dashed towards the long jump
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sandpit where he always played while the old man did his 3-mile
workout.
“Wait!” called Hugo, “Hold on little guy. “Got’s to do the spray.
Don’t want the ‘squito guys to eat you up.” Hugo doused the
youngster with a heavy coat of mosquito spray. Nathan always
developed a nasty reaction to mosquito bites. The cooperative
little man stretched out his little arms, his right-hand fingers
pointing 180 degrees from the left-hand fingers, closed his eyes
and turned around for the treatment to be applied on his back
and behind his legs.
“Ready?” he inquired with his eager tone in his voice.
“Take off,” replied Hugo.
Nathan took off running across the semi-wet and nicely
manicured football field towards the long jump sandpit with
intermittent skips every four to five steps.
They had the stadium all to themselves probably for reasons
indicated by the aforementioned weather conditions. The track
had its share of puddles including a large one about ten feet
across that almost covered all eight lanes of the backstretch.
Nathan began to play in the sandpit. Hugo did some further
stretching and finally started running. He ran twelve laps each
time shouting at Nathan, “You doing okay?” as he passed by
the sandpit. Each time Nathan responding “Yep.” Hugo would
always tell Nathan that while he was running, he would be

continued...>
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checking on him to make sure he did not wander off. Nathan
knew the routine. He was Hugo’s faithful companion and he
would follow his instructions faithfully. He seemed to follow
Hugo almost everywhere he went. Hugo was always pleased to
take his grandson, or “little buddy,” with him. They enjoyed each
other’s company and had a very tight and wonderful bond.
The gap between their ages was shortened by each
other’s social needs. Nathan and his mother lived with his
grandparents. He had no siblings and the older neighborhood
lacked children his age for him to play with. His “Pa,” as he
called him, was basically his father figure and his primary friend.
Hugo’s situation was that his college-aged son was grown
and had moved out of the house in a less than pleasant set
of circumstances and Hugo missed his son’s companionship.
Nathan was a welcome replacement.
When Hugo was through running, he stretched a little more
and walked toward Nathan. By this time both were sweating
profusely. Each kept repeatedly wiping the salty perspiration
from their brows and face. The creamed-coffee tanned old
runner asked Nathan if he wanted to walk around the track.
Nathan replied in a funny animated tone which he frequently used.
“Why suuure,” he said.
“Well, come on,” said Hugo.
Nathan took off running ahead as Hugo just walked
methodically to cool down. Nathan would run back and forth in
order to keep his distance from Hugo to a minimum.
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As they reached the backstretch of the track, the large puddle
of water that covered most of the lanes attracted Nathan’s
attention and he took off disregarding Hugo’s slow walk. When
he reached the puddle, he stopped and studied it. He had
this urge to run right into the puddle and splash the water as
any normal kid would do but he felt the need to seek Hugo’s
approval. He slowly turned his head and gave Hugo a sad,
squeamish look.
Hugo shouted, “Go ahead. Splash into it.”
Nathan, without hesitation just took off stomping his fairly new
size 6 Nikes into about 2-4 inches of rain water. He stomped
around, in and out of the water like a giant bird on a bird
bath, as Hugo approached the puddle. Hugo circled around
the shallow end of the puddle at lane 8 of the track and kept
walking past the puddle while Nathan splashed.
“Look, Pa,” he shouted as he jumped and landed with both feet
evenly to maximize his splash. He repeated that several times.
As Hugo approached the end of the straight-away he turned
to Nathan and called “Come on. It’s getting dark and Grandma
probably has supper ready.”
Nathan gave the puddle some quick parting stomps and ran
towards Hugo. The tangerine sun, peeking behind a sparse
flock of clouds had about two more of its diameters to reach
the horizon. The giant Texas-sized mosquitoes were starting
to make their obligatory presence felt. The inseparable pair
got in the trusty and dusty old Jeep and headed home where
§

Grandma awaited with a fine home cooked meal ready for them.
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Eden Where She Lies
Jorge Palomarez

The sun was gently shining through her window
Particles of dust rising from their death
You could almost hear their silent jubilation
They were dancing to the rhythm of her breath
The color of her eyes was almost sacred
The waves in her hair like the rolling sea
Her skin like the fog in an autumn morning
Her touch like a goddess reaching out to me
Drops of dew dangled from the branches
I found an endless garden in her heart
I saw her face in each and every flower
Like images of a Dali work of art
The visions in my dreams go on forever
Your heart and infinity within view
Like the fading lines of your shadow in the evening
I’ll wake up to another dream of you
Yes, I’ll wake up to perfect dream of you
The teal blue skies opened for a moment
Rainbows circled around the sun
Nimbus clouds lined at every corner
Gently dissipating one by one
The desert roads lined in a timeless landscape
Mirages that refused to disappear
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Waterfalls that roared in an endless thunder
Silenced by her voice so warm and clear
Well I walked the sands of each and every shoreline
I sailed the waters in every shade of blue
I crossed the borderline of surreality
Just to get another glimpse of you
And you may not be there when the dream is over
You may be a figment void of hue
You may not be lying there beside me
When I wake up to another dream of you
Yes I’ll wake up to a perfect dream of you
And the colors in my dreams
Like prisms in the sun
Casting their splendor in my eyes
Clouds get in the way
Guard her in her sleep
Tranquil in the Eden where she lies
And the sun was gently shining through your window
Particles of dust rising from their death
You could almost hear their silent jubilation
They were dancing to the rhythm of your breath
Then I wake up to another dream of you
I wake up to a perfect dream of you
I wake up to a perfect dream of you
§
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Starwin: Human Evolution on Mars (Abstract)
Caleb Ford
This research project investigates the
potential biological and associated ethical
implications of Mars colonization in light of
three modern additions to Darwinian theory:
neutral theory, culture-gene coevolution,
and punctuated equilibrium. As a precursor
to evolutionary analysis, NASA’s and
SpaceX’s overarching Mars strategies
and aspects of the environment related
to human colonization were examined. A
critical review of literature on the conception,
development, and recent expansions of
Darwin’s Theory of Evolution by Natural

Selection was conducted. Neutral theory,
culture-gene coevolution, and punctuated
equilibrium were identified as relevant to
both the technological advancements made
in the Anthropocene age and the harsh
environment of the planet. Building upon the
foundational work of scholars such as Scott
Solomon and Stephen Jay Gould, specific
biological effects were then analyzed in light
of the three modern Darwinian theories to
assess evolutionary impacts of colonization.
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This application suggests that the
nature of human evolution on Mars
would be largely randomized and
accelerated with potential effects
presenting a host of biological and
ethical dilemmas, including colonist
selection processes. Since many
scholars regard human settlement on
Mars as both probable and necessary,
this research is of increasing relevance.
SpaceX plans to colonize Mars by
2024, while NASA is slated to begin
human exploration by the 2030s.
Unfortunately, measures dealing with
the subsequent evolutionary challenges
are not adequately addressed by either
organization. This research reveals the
necessity to consider current Darwinian
theory for further analysis of longterm biological consequences of Mars
colonization and makes a case for more
deliberation before humanity embarks
on the unprecedented and dangerous
mission to colonize other planets.
§
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Human Genetic Modification and the Risks of
Eliminating Fatal Genetic Diseases:
A Sickle Cell Case Study (Abstract)

Nathaniel Yanez

Two cutting-edge techniques used to manipulate
genes, CRISPR and gene therapy, could soon cure
many fatal genetic diseases. However, this is likely
at a loss of genetic diversity in the population.
Understanding how genetic modification alters overall
genetic diversity, and how low genetic diversity
affects the survival of certain populations in various
environmental conditions, can help scientists weigh the
risks and benefits of eliminating certain human genetic
diseases. Here, we analyze if using two approaches to
genetic manipulation to eliminate sickle cell disease,
which in heterozygote form confers resistance to the
infectious disease malaria, will decrease a population’s
chance of survival in a malaria outbreak. To do this,
the Hardy Weinberg equation and various selection
coefficients were used to calculate the genotype,
allele, and survival frequencies over generations in
a non-genetically manipulated population and after
two methods of genetic manipulation: blood stem cell
genetic repair and embryonic, or whole body, genetic
repair. We found that blood stem cell repair’s S allele
and heterozygous frequency remained at a constant
rate while the non-genetically manipulated frequencies
decreased. Embryonic repair’s S allele
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and heterozygous frequency
decreased at a faster rate than
the non-genetically manipulated
population. We then modeled a
malaria outbreak and compared the
population dynamics in the three
groups. Our data showed that after
a malaria outbreak the survival
frequency of a population increases
the most in a blood stem cell
repaired population and increases
the least in a non-genetically
manipulated population. The results
for embryonic repair were unclear. In
conclusion, our model suggests that
genetically curing sickle disease in
the blood stem cells may increase
survival frequency. Thus, after a
malaria outbreak, when compared
to a blood stem cell repaired
population, a non-genetically
repaired population is at a greater
risk of death due to malaria when
repairing sickle cell disease.
§
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Volcanoes on Mars:
More to Life than Water (Abstract)
Alison Vasterling

Mars has been heavily explored by NASA and
SpaceX within the last decade with efforts to
push towards establishing a space station
on the planet, and possibly even a human
colony, on Mars. The question surrounding
the premise of this research was, do the
volcanoes on Mars have a relation to
whether or not the planet can support, or
has supported, life? Scholarly articles dealing
with the type of life that scientist believe
may have been on Mars was initially used to
find out the type of life forms that constitute
what life on Mars essentially is. After finding
this life was known to be microbial life forms,
scholarly articles with information on these
kind of life forms on Earth were also used to
establish a relationship between Mars and
Earth lifeforms. Many articles on different
types of volcanic structures on Mars and
meteorite data were also essential in the
conclusion of this study. The analysis of
these studies found that heat and moisture
are essential in the growth and sustainability
of microbial life. The research also found
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that the volcanic structures on
Mars, such as shield and mud
volcanoes, are not only much
younger than were originally
believed to be, but the volcanoes
are believed to be dormant and
not extinct. After comparing
similar volcanic structures and
surrounding soil samples on
Earth to the ones on Mars, it was
concluded that the volcanoes on
Mars are essential in sustaining
any sort of life on the planet
and may have already done so,
for they provide an important
internal heat source for the
planet. An extension to this
conclusion was that because
these volcanoes are thought
to just be dormant, life on Mars
has a possibility of recurring,
creating an entirely new field of
research and possible resources
of humans on Earth.
§
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StarBursts 2020.
Watch for the call for submission for
poems, stories, essays, photography,
design and visual art entries by LSCKingwood students late in fall 2019
semester. Final publication decisions are
made by a student and faculty committee.
Previous editions of StarBursts can be viewed at

http://www.lonestar.edu/starbursts.htm
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